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Abstract— There are various encryption techniques purposed for encrypting videos and used for obtaining highly encrypted videos. This 
paper consists of brief description about existing methods for video techniques, which focuses on the full or selective encryption 
techniques.In this paper, a k-mean clustering video encryption has been purposed which uses colour-based segmentation for generation of 
key images. Each key image is xor-ed with the frame to produce an encrypted frame, finally encrypted frame will be clubbed together to 
form encrypted video. 

Index Terms—Deformation & formation Algorithm, I-frames, chaos, VEA. 
 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

Due to rapid development of various multimedia technol-

ogies, more and more multimedia data are generated and 
transmitted in the medical, commercial, and military fields, 
which may include some sensitive information which should 
not be accessed by or can only be partially exposed to the 
general users. Therefore, security and privacy has become an 
important.  

The main goal of cryptography is keeping data secure from 
unauthorized attackers. Therefore, data is encrypted through 
process of Encryption. The reverse of data encryption is data 
decryption 

With digital video transmission, encryption technologies 
are needed that can protect digital video from attacks dur-
ing transmission. Due to the huge size of digital videos, 
they are usually transmitted in compressed formats such 
as MPEG, or H.264/AVC (standard used for video com-
pression) [8]. 

2 NEED OF VIDEO ENCRYPTION  
 
Encryption of images and videos are important due to fol-
lowing reasons: 
1. For preventing unwanted viewing of transmitted video, 
for example from law enforcement video surveillance be-
ing relayed back to a central viewing centre. 
2. To protect the private multimedia messages that is ex-
changed over the wireless or wired networks. 
3. Video Encryption is helpful in securing videos used in   
services like video on demand (VOD), Video conferencing-
learning.  
4. For protecting medical videos which may contain pri-
vate information of a patient   from unauthorized access by 
malicious users.  
In first section of this paper, the basic concept of video 
encryption is discussed, then second section of this paper, 
covers various approaches of video encryption. Again,  

 
 
third section of this paper, deals with constructing and 
implementing new algorithm based on K-mean clustering 
based video encryption. Last section of this paper, covers 
the security issues related to the image encryption that is 
depicted using histogram of original & encrypted image. 

3 BASIC CONCEPT OF VIDEO ENCRYPTION  
The encryption and decryption of a plain text or a video 
stream can be done in two ways: 

3.1 SECRET KEY ENCRYPTION:  
A single secret key can be used to encrypt and decrypt the 
video streams. Only the sender and the receiver have this 
key. Basically, the security level of the symmetric keys en-
cryption method is totally depends on how well the users 
keep the keys protected. If the key is known by an intrud-
er, then all data encrypted with that key can be decrypted. 
Most common algorithms in these categories are Data En-
cryption Standard (DES), Triple DES, and Advance En-
cryption. 
 

 

Fig.1 Symmetric key Algorithms [1] 
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3.2 PUBLIC KEY ENCRYPTION:  
There are two keys, one for encryption and the other for 
decryption. The public key, which is known for all send-
ers, is used for encryption. While the private key, which is 
owned only by the receivers, is used for decryption. [2] 
It is based on  a two-key crypto system in which two par-
ties could securely communicate over a non-secure com-
munications channel without having to share a secret key 
and solves  the problem of secret key distribution by using 
two keys instead of a single key .  
 

 
Fig.2   Asymmetric key Algorithms [1] 

 

4 VARIOUS APPROACHES USED FOR ENCRYPTION: 

4.1 FULL-ENCRYPTION: 
A video encryption algorithm that performs encryption on 
the entire video bit stream belongs to this class of algo-
rithms.  
It is suitable for real time video as requires heavy compu-
tation and has slow speed. This class of algorithms in-
cludes the naïve approach. The naïve approach is a type of 
full encryption approach in which a conventional cryp-
tosystem is used in the encryption step. All other full-
encryption approaches that are not using a conventional, 
general-purpose cryptosystem are grouped into non-
conventional full-encryption approaches. 
These non-conventional approaches are designed mostly 
to accommodate low computational complexity and fast 
performance. 
Chaos-based video encryption algorithms, as well as the 
approaches proposed in this dissertation are examples of 
such algorithms. [8]  

4.1.1 NAÏVE APPROACH: 
It is a type of full encryption approach in which a conven-
tional cryptosystem is used in the encryption step. The 
most straight-forward method to encrypt every byte in the 
whole Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) stream us-
ing standard encryption schemes such as DES or AES.  
However, this algorithm not applicable for heavy video, 

because it is very slow especially when we use triple DES. 
Because of the encryption operation the delay increases 
therefore it is not suitable for real time video encryption. 
[1] 

4.1.2 Chaos Based Encryption Approach:  
This is one of the popular algorithms in the field of neu-
ral network to perform encryption & decryption as it is a 
low cost algorithm   & is suitable for large amount of data. 
The chaos-based image cryptosystem mainly consists of  
two stages [21]. 
The plain image is given at its input. There are two stages 
in the chaos- based image cryptosystem. The confusion 
stage is the pixel permutation where the position of the 
pixels is scrambled over the entire image without disturb-
ing the value of the pixels and the image becomes unrec-
ognisable. The pixel permutation is carried out by a chaot-
ic system. The chaotic behaviour is controlled by   the ini-
tial conditions and control parameters which are derived 
from the 16-character key. To improve the security, the 
second stage of the encryption process aims at changing 
the value of each pixel in the whole image an important 
tool to protect image from attackers.  

4.1.3 Pure Permutation Algorithm: 
The idea of pure permutation algorithm is simply scram-
bles bytes within a frame of MPEG stream by permutation. 
It is extremely useful in situation where the hardware de-
codes the video, but decryption must be done in software. 
[2] 

4.1.4 Zig-Zag Permutation Algorithm:  
In this method, instead of mapping the 8x8 block to 1x64 
vector in “Zig-zag” order, it maps the individual 8x8 block 
to a 1x64 vector by using a random permutation list (secret 
key). 
There are many ways to produce a permutation list which 
has uniform distribution over all possible permutations. 
This algorithm consists of three steps: 
i) Generate a permutation list with cardinality 64.  
ii) Complete splitting procedure after 8x8 blocks is quan-
tized.  
iii) Apply the random permutation list to the split block, 
and pass the result to the entropy coding procedure. [2] 

4.2 Selective Encryption:  
Also known as partial encryption & is a subcategory of 
variable encryption. The algorithms in this class selectively 
encrypt the bytes within video frames. As these algorithms 
are not encrypting each and every byte of video data, it 
reduces computational complexity. 
This class of video encryption algorithms consists of all 
approaches that perform encryption only on certain, care-
fully selected bits from the video bit-stream (compressed 
or uncompressed), while leaving the rest of the bits unen-
crypted. Even more generally, one can define variable en-
cryption to be an approach where different encryption 
security levels are applied to different bits from the in-
put.[8] 
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4.2.1 Deformation & formation Algorithms: 
In this form, encryption using key image is used   perform 
full encryption process. In this new scheme for video encryp-
tion which based on encryption of I-frame (video frame). 

4.2.1.2 Deformation Algorithm: 
• In this method, a video Vi is divided into I1, I2...In 

(where n=1, 2…..n) video frames such as   frames 
are collected then take frame one by one. 

• Then, select two key Images namely K1, K2   as 
key frames for encryption and decryption process, 
so this key images can be  send through secure 
channel.  

• Each frame has dimension of   “w* h”. 
• Let αi denotes any sorting permutation like quick 

sort, heap sort of Ii & α(Ii) is image with sorted 
pixels from ‘Ii’. 

• Video stream is collection of still images & these 
images are refereed as I-frames. 

• Here ,first frame is not encrypted & is transmitted 
through secure channel whereas 

• Second frame is xored with second key image, 
K2.Again the output is xored with sorted value of 
first frame. 

• The process is repeated for all frames till encrypt-
ed video sequences E1, E2….En are generated. 

 

4.2.1.3   Formation Algorithm: 
 

For decrypting the obtained sequence of encrypted video 
following steps are followed [5]: 
 

• Receive all frames of videos along with key imag-
es: K1, K2. 

• Each frame E1 is xored with first key image K1 & 
again the output is xored with its previous frame 
i.e first frame initially.  

• Then the output is xored with key image K2 to ob-
tain first I-frame of video. 

• These steps are repeated for all the encrypted 
frames E1, E2...................En (where n = 1,2…..n.) 

• Finally construct the final video (consisting of 
I1,I2...........In frames) by collecting all the frames. 
 

4.2.1. Video Encryption algorithm (VEA): 
 
In this concept, this new encryption will divide the input 
videos streams into odd chunks(a1, a3, a5, …. , a2n-1 ) and 
even chunks(a2,a4,….a2n) & then encryption key would be 
applied to the even list E(a2, a4,a6, … , a2n ), where E de-
notes an encryption function.  

5. PURPOSED K-MEAN CLUSTERING BASED   
VIDEO ENCRYPTION: 
In this paper, a new scheme for video encryption has 
been purposed based on encryption of I-frame (video 

frame).In this method, we convert entire video into 
different frames and then take each frame one by one 
to apply encryption in it and again, we select 3 Images 
as key images (frame) that are based on color k-means 
clustering used in color segmentation for encryption 
and decryption process, where key image will be send 
through secure channel. An encryption algorithm is 
applied to all the frames & then it will combine all 
frames to make video which is in encrypted form. 
• Consider a video sequence V that consists of con-

sisting of n frames denoted by I1, I2…In.  
• Now each frame has a dimension of w ×h and up 

to 2n different pixel values (colors).  
• Finally, again a function generator F(i) for  Ii .For 

a given frame I, there are three  secret key images  
generated for frame Ii.  

• By utilizing concept of color segmentation based 
on k-means clustering, 3 key images are pro-
duced. 

• Function generator known to any two distant par-
ties can compute solely by knowing a F(Ii), which 
is the case when the parties utilize the same com-
putational method. 

• The entire procedure of encryption is shown 
through an encryption algorithm.  

 K-MEAN CLUSTERING BASED   VIDEO 
ENCRYPTION    ALGORITHM: 

• In this method, a video Vi is divided into I1, I2...In 
(where n=1, 2…..n), video frames such as   frames 
are collected then take frame one by one. 

• Then, select three key Images namely K1, K2, K3    
as key frames for encryption and decryption pro-
cess, so this key images can be send through se-
cure channel.  

•  Each frame has dimension of   “w* h”. 
•  Let Fi denotes any Key generation function based 

on k-mean clustering color segmentation of 
frames of Ii. 

• Video stream is collection of still images & these 
images are refereed as I-frames. 

• In this algorithm, first frame is not encrypted & is 
transmitted through secure channel whereas Se-
cond frame is xored with third key image K3. 

• Then, first output, Cn is   xored with I( n-1.)  
• Again, second output Dn, is produced by   xoring 

frame with key frame K2. 
• Again second and third output is xored to pro-

duce, Fn. 
• Further Fn, is xored with key frame K1 to pro-

duced encrypted frame, E2. 
• The process is repeated for all frames till encrypt-

ed video sequences E1, E2….En are generated. 
 
       5.1 ALGORITHM (ENCRYPTION): 
 

1. Given a video sequence V =I1, I2, I3………In.  
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2. From the given video V, compute all frames V 
=I1, I2, I3………In. 

3. Compute key frames K1, K2, K3 using function 
Fi=function generator based on k-mean color 
segmentation. 

4. For all the frames from Ii ,i=2,……....n, perform  
following: 

5. (a)K1, K2, K3 =Fi( frame I1) where K1 ,K2,K3 are 
key images with different color intensity. Send 
them through secure channel. 

  6.      Cn=(In xor K3) where n = 2,3,4,….n 
        Dn=(Cn xor In-1) 
        Gn=(Dn xor K2) 
        Fn=(Dn xor Gn) 
        En=(Fn xor K1) 
7. Repeat step 5. for the remaining all frames. 

       8. Reconstruct the video sequence using encrypted 
             Frames.  
       9. A regular non secure channel R can be used for  
        the    transmitting this video. 
     10. A secure channel is required to transmit key  
      frame Ii,Fi(key frame generator),Key frames K1,K2,K3. 
 
For decrypting the obtained sequence of encrypted video 
following steps are followed   : 
Receive all frames of videos along with key images K1, K2, 
K3: 

 
• Each frame E2 is xored with key image K3 & again 

the output D2 is xored with A to obtain C2 frame. 
• Then, the output C2 is xored with key image K1 to 

obtain original I-frame of video. 
• These steps are repeated for all the encrypted frames 

E1, E2…….En (where n = 1,2……..…..n.) 
• Finally construct the final video (consisting of I1, 

I2……...In frames) by collecting all the frames. 
 
5.2 ALGORITHM (DECRYPTION): 
 

1. Obtain a Encrypted video frames E1, 
        E2, E3……………………………En. 
2. First frame Ii, Keys K1, K2, and K3. 
3. Compute all frame of video.      
4. Fn = ( En xor K1) where n = 2,3,4,….n 
       Gn = ( Fn xor Dn) 
       Dn =( Gn xor K2) 
       Cn=(Dn xor In-1) 
       In= (Cn xor K3)  
5. Repeat step 3. for the remaining all frames. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS/SIMULATION 
 
1. Algorithm implemented on rhino.avi 
 

 

 

Figure.3 Encryption result by proposed algorithm: (a) orig-
inal image; (b) encrypted image  
 
2. Algorithm implemented on gymnastic.avi 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure4 Encryption result by proposed algorithm: (a) orig-
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inal image; (b) encrypted image  

7. SECURITY ANALYSIS  
To test the robustness of the purposed scheme, security 
analysis was performed. Following factors are responsible 
to test security analysis: 

7.1. IMAGE HISTOGRAM: 
It illustrates how pixels in an image are distributed by 
graphing the number of pixels at each colour intensity lev-
el. It is observed that the histogram of the final encrypted 
image is fairly uniform and is significantly different from 
that of the original image. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure. 5 (a) Histogram of original image; (b) Histogram of encrypted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 6 (a) Histogram of original image; (b) Histogram of encrypted image  

8. CONCLUSION: 
This paper focuses on the various methods for Video En-
cryption. From the above analysis, the following conclu-
sions have been drawn: 

• Amongst the two approaches: selective encryption 
takes less time as compared to full encryption. 

• Zigzag method & chaos based method are hot re-
search topics for encryption of video but takes 
more time. 

• Therefore, a new encryption algorithm based on 
K-means clustering of I-frames is evolved, that 
helped to encrypt the video frames. 

• Again we analysed security aspects of the pro-
posed method, and show that the method is effi-
cient and secure from a cryptographic point of 
view. 
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